Abstract-Consider a distributed non-convex optimization problem, in which a number of agents connected by a network G collectively optimize a sum of smooth and non-convex local objective functions. We address the following important question: For a class of unconstrained problems, if only local gradient information is available, what is the fastest rate that distributed algorithms can achieve, and how to achieve those rates.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Problem and motivation
Consider the following distributed optimization problem
where f i (y) : R S → R is a smooth and possibly nonconvex function accessible to agent i. There is no central controller, and the M agents are connected by a network defined by an undirected and unweighted graph G = {V, E}, with |V| = M vertices and |E| = E edges. Each agent i can only communicate with its immediate neighbors, and it can access one component function f i . Such distributed problem arises in many information and signal processing applications [1] , [2] ; see a recent survey [3] .
A common way to reformulate problem (1) is given below A ev = 0 otherwise. The main benefit of the above formulation is that the objective function is now separable, and the linear constraint encodes the network connectivity pattern.
Global convergence rate analysis for convex problems dates back to Nesterov, Nemirovsky and Yudin [4] , [5] , in which lower bounds and optimal first-order algorithms have been developed. In recent years, many accelerated first-order algorithms achieving those lower bounds have been derived; see e.g., [6] , [7] . Recently the above approach has been extended to distributed strongly convex optimization in [8] .
When the problem becomes non-convex, it has been shown that the classical gradient descent (GD) method achieves the following rate [9, page 28]
where c 0 > 0 is some constant. It has been shown in [10] that the above rate is (almost) tight for GD. Recently, [11] has further shown that the above rate is optimal for any first-order methods that only utilizes the gradient information, when applied to problems with Lipschitz gradient. However, no lower bound analysis has been developed for distributed non-convex problem (1); there are even not many algorithms that provide achievable rate bounds (except for the recent works [12] - [15] ), not to mention any analysis on the tightness/sharpness of these upper bounds. Despite all the recent interests and contributions in this field, one major question remains open:
(Q) What is the best convergence rate achievable by any distributed algorithms for the non-convex problem (1)?
Question (Q) asks for the "best convergence rate", which translates to the smallest number of iterations required to achieve certain high quality solutions, among all distributed algorithms. Understanding (Q) provides fundamental insights to distributed optimization and information processing.
B. Contribution
In this work, we address various issues arising in answering (Q). Our main contributions are given below: 1) We identify a class of non-convex problems and networks (P, N ), a class of distributed first-order algorithms A, and define an -optimality gap that measures the solution quality; 2) We develop a lower rate bound for class A to solve class (P, N ): to achieve -optimality, any a ∈ A needs O(1/ ξ(G) × 1/ ) rounds of communication among all the nodes; 3) We design a class of rate-optimal algorithms belonging to A, which precisely achieves the lower complexity bounds (up to a polylog factor). Notations. For a given symmetric matrix B, we use λ max (B), λ min (B) and λ min (B) to denote the maximum, the minimum and the minimum nonzero eigenvalues for a symmetric matrix B; We use I P to denote an identity matrix with size P . We use [M ] to denote the set {1, · · · , M}. We use i ∼ j to denote two connected nodes i and j.
II. PRELIMINARIES
To rigorously formulate (Q), we first identify a class of nonconvex problems and networks (P, N ), a class of distributed first-order algorithms A, and define the -optimality gap that measures the progress of the algorithms. Problem Class. A problem is in class P M L if it satisfies the following conditions. A1. The objective is a sum of M functions; see (1) . A2. Each component function f i (x)'s has Lipschitz gradient:
Define the matrix of Lipschitz constants as: 
Algorithm Class. Define the neighbor set for node i ∈ E as
We say that a distributed, first-order algorithm is in class A if it satisfies the following conditions.
• At iteration r, each node i ∈ [M ] can generate outputs based on linear combination of the historical outputs of N i , as well as historical local information, i.e.,
The linear combination coefficients can be dependent on those constants obtained at iteration 0.
Quality Measure. Since we use first-order methods to solve non-convex problems, it is expected that in the end some firstorder stationary solution will be computed, in which the size of ∇f is small. Different from the traditional centralized criteria related to a global variable y r ∈ R S , we consider a definition which is directly related to local variables
. We say that {x i } is a local -solution if the following holds
Clearly this definition takes into account the consensus error as well as the size of the local gradients.
III. LOWER RATE BOUNDS
We develop the lower rate bounds for algorithms in class A to solve problems P over network N . Our proof is for the case where f i 's have uniform Lipschitz constants, i.e., L i = L j = U , ∀ i = j, but our analysis approach can be extended to non-uniform cases as well. Our proof combines ideas from the classical proof in Nesterov [16] , as well as two recent constructions [11] (for centralized problems) and [8] (for strongly convex distributed problems). Our construction differs from the previous works in a number of ways, in particular, the constructed functions are only first-order differentiable, but not second-order differentiable (cf. Assumption A). Further, we use the local-solution (8) to measure the quality of the solution, which makes the analysis more involved.
First we define the following non-convex functions
Here we have x i ∈ R T , for all i, y ∈ R T , and
. Later we make our construction so that functions h are easy to analyze, while f will be in the desired function class in P.
We consider the extreme case in which the nodes form a path graph (D = M − 1) with M nodes and each node i has its own local function h i , but our analysis approach can be extended to graph with D < M − 1 as well. For notational simplicity assume that M is a multiple of 3, that is M = 3C for some integer C > 0, and that T is an odd number.
Define the component functions h i 's in (9) as follows
where we have defined the following functions (∀ j ≥ 2)
). Further for a given error constant > 0 and a given averaged Lipschitz constant U ∈ (0, 1), let us define
We have the following lower bound result. 
to achieve the following error
where we have defined
IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We introduce the proposed algorithm for problem (2) . For notational simplicity we let S = 1 (scalar local variables), but the algorithm and the subsequent analysis can be straightforwardly extended to the vector case as well.
Our algorithm features a novel approximate filteringthen-predict and tracking (xFILTER) strategy, which draws elements from distributed consensus, classical nonlinear optimization as well as recent advances in graph signal processing. This idea leads to the first (near) rate-optimal algorithm in class A for problems in P, in the sense that it achieves the lower bound in Theorem 3.1 up to a polylog factor.
To proceed, define two diagonal positive definite matrices
where Σ is the edge weight matrix, Υ is the node penalty matrix. Let d ∈ R M denote a (scaled) estimate of the desired vector. At iteration r, suppose d r is available. We first compute a filtered signal by approximately solving the following regularized least squares problem
where A T Σ 2 A can be viewed as a graph high pass filter. The exact solution to the above problem satisfies
If consensus is achieved at x r+1 , we have x r+1 * = d r , i.e., d "tracks" x r+1 * . To enable fast distributed implementation, we propose to approximate the solution (15) by a degree-Q Chebychev polynomial [18] , [19] , where Q > 0 will be decided later to achieve optimal rate.
Then a prediction step on the next x is made, by taking a usual gradient descent (with matrix stepsize Υ −2 )
Next, d is updated to track the change of x, in the following manner
The overall algorithm is described in the following table. To see how the xFILTER can be executed distributedly, we first observe that each d r i can be updated as
It is also easy to see that the Chebyshev iteration (18) can be implemented distributedly, since the R matrix preserves the network structure. These observations suggest that the proposed algorithm is in class A.
V. THE CONVERGENCE RATE ANALYSIS
We provide the analysis steps of the convergence rate of xFILTER. All proofs of the results can be found online [17] .
First, we analyze the error sequences { r+1 := x r+1 − R −1 d r } generated by the xFILTER algorithm.
Lemma 5.1: Choose the inner iteration of xFILTER as
where
Lemma 5.1 ensures the fast reduction of the error { r+1 } caused by the approximated filtering step (14) . The required number of Chebyshev iteration is proportional to 1/ξ(R), which is faster than 1/ξ(R) required in conventional iterated solvers for linear systems, such as the Richardson's iteration.
Next, let us construct the following potential functions (parameterized by constants c > 0)
For notational simplicity we will denote the potential function as P r+1 . In the following we show that when the algorithm parameters are chosen properly, the potential function will decrease along the iterations.
Suppose that the parameters are chosen for xFILTER such as
Then for all r ≥ 0, we have
. Then we are ready to derive the final bounds for the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm.
Theorem 5.1: Suppose that f (x) is in class P M L and the parameters are chosen according to (22) . Let T denote an iteration index in which xFILTER satisfies e(T ) := min
Then we have the following
VI. TIGHTNESS OF THE BOUNDS: UNIFORM CASE
In this section we discuss the tightness of the bound in (25) for different network classes, assuming that the Lipschitz constants among the nodes are uniform, i.e.,
The analysis of the non-uniform case follows similar line of argument. Due to space limitations, it is discussed in our online version [17] . Let us pick the following parameters for xFILTER
Therefore we havẽ
Then we have the following estimates
The following result can be obtained by plugging the above numbers into Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 6.1: Consider using xFILTER to solve problems in
) using parameters in (27). Then the condition (22b) will be satisfied. Further, to achieve e(T ) ≤ , it requires at most the following number of iterations
where C 2 is given by
We note that the additional term in (31) accounts for the (inner) Chebyshev iterations that are needed for every iteration r. Now we are ready to present our tightness analysis.
Theorem 6.2: Consider the class (P
Then xFILTER is (near) rate-optimal, and its convergence rate in (31) is tight (up to a polylog factor).
Remark 6.1: It is important to note that the "outer" iteration of the xFILTER required to achieve -local solution scales with O(U/ ), which is independent of the network size. This suggests that the total number of gradient evaluations required is also in this order, which is optimal because this is the same as what is needed for the centralized gradient descent.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We consider a non-convex distributed binary classification problem [20] to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The graph is generated based on the scheme proposed in [21] , where M nodes are uniformly distributed over a unit square, and then any two nodes are connected to each other if their distance is less than R. In our simulation, R is set to 0.5. Each component function expressed by where v ij ∈ R K denotes the feature vector with dimension K, y ij ∈ {1, −1} denotes the label for the jth date point in ith agent, and there are total B data points for each agent.
We randomly generated 10 5 data points and distribute them into M = 50 nodes, and use the parameter settings of λ = 0.001, α = 1, K = 10. Then we compare the proposed xFILTER with the distributed subgradient (DSG) method [22] , the Push-sum algorithm [23] , and the NEXT algorithm [2] . The parameters for NEXT is chosen as τ = 1, α[0] = 0.1 and μ = 0.01 as suggested by [2] , while the parameters for xFILTER is chosen based on (27). Simulation results averged over 30 realizations (random graph and random data) are shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the xFILTER(outer) is also included to show how many "outer" iterations (i.e., r in Algorithm 1) is needed for the proposed algorithm. Table I compares algorithms with different network dimension M . Overall, we see that the proposed algorithm performs reasonably fast. Also note that the proposed method requires much fewer number of gradient evaluations, compared with the NEXT algorithm (for NEXT, each communication round requires O(1) gradient evaluation, while in the proposed method, each "outer iteration" r requires O(1) gradient evaluation).
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This is the first work that investigates rate optimal distributed first-order non-convex algorithms. We provide a lower complexity bound that characterizes the worst case performance for any algorithm in class A, and propose an algorithm capable of achieving the lower bound in various settings. To our best knowledge, the proposed algorithm is the first and the only available distributed non-convex algorithms that can optimally reduce both the size of the gradient and the consensus error for (P, N ).
